MEd in Modern Languages Education | French

ONLINE & FACE-TO-FACE • 2.5 YEARS, PART-TIME
STARTS JULY 2022 • APPLY BY FEBRUARY 4

Taught in French with a program start in Montreal!

This Master of Education program is ideal for teachers in French immersion, Francophone, Core French and Intensive French Programs

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION BURSARIES AVAILABLE

This graduate program allows teachers to explore their classroom practices from a research-informed perspective by placing the focus on their specific interests related to French language teaching, for example: multilingual pedagogies and translinguaging, intercultural learning and curriculum renewal through indigenization, using gaming to teach French, social justice and inclusive practices in French language programs, as well as other current issues.

The 30-credit program is delivered in a hybrid format, including face to face, synchronous and asynchronous modes of learning. Each year of the program begins with a three-week course in Montreal, giving teachers an opportunity to interact with one another face-to-face and benefit from cultural activities in a francophone-multilingual setting. Courses between September and June are offered online and include 24 hours in synchronous format per semester.

In addition, students have the option of investigating a specific topic relevant to their professional practice in the form of a capstone project that can be shared in their professional contexts. Coursework therefore centers on methodology, theory and research across a range of fields related to learning and teaching French as both a second and a first language in French language minority settings.

pdce.educ.ubc.ca/med_french